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Halleluiah! I think we have finally made it
to the backside of winter. I am so excited
for Daylight Savings Time and patches of
ground are finally showing through the
never ending white landscape. This extra
hour is fulfilling my craving for more light,
warmer air and I am hearing a cacophony
of twittering, thawed-out birds. It’s the only
twittering that gets my attention!!
I have enjoyed painting full-time in
Minnesota throughout the winter in my new,
expanded studio. It is great to have more
room to spread out. This expanded space
gives me options to paint larger canvases
and to set up and work on more pieces
simultaneously. I’ve been working on five
new Still Lifes, Figures in the Seascape and
an experimental piece that is inspired from a
trip to Rio de Janiero, Brazil; plus a few
other things. Some works are quite large

compared to what I have done in the past
and it has been fun to use huge brushes
and to try to work at a quicker pace.
Before the Holidays, I was invited by the
Nina Bliese Gallery to present an Exhibition
of my current works in one of their large
galleries in downtown Minneapolis. It is a
beautiful, street level gallery with huge
windows where abundant natural light
floods in. It is an honor and a privilege to
exhibit in this fabulous gallery and so many
thanks to Nina Bliese for this special
invitation.
The Exhibition entitled, “Dimensions of
Solitude," opens Monday, April 12th and will
be displayed until Friday, May 28th, 2010. I
personally invite you to the Opening
Reception and Artist Talk on Thursday,
April 15th from 5-8 pm. The Artist’s Talk
begins at 6:30. Come relax, view what I've

been up to this winter and let us treat you to
hors d’oeuvres and wine while you stroll
around the Nina Bliese Gallery. You can
find directions by going to
ninabliesegallery.com.
Check out my website at terriemyers.com.
You will get a preview of some of the new
pieces in the Exhibition there. Also, it is time
for computer “Spring Cleaning” when I
update everyone’s contact information. If
you have any questions or have contact
information that needs to be updated,
please send me an email at
info@terriemyers.com.
I look forward to seeing you in April and
meanwhile, enjoy the tiny hints of Spring!
Terrie Myers
terriemyers.com
info@terriemyers.com
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